
URBAN FARM-IT
Retail Ready Mushroom Kits & Spawn

Beautiful table for your kitchen.

The Future of Food
Urban Farm-It aims to positively shift food sourcing culture away from import and back
to home grown food. We provide easy to use food growing kits and supplies alongside
top-quality educational support to ensure that every new Urban Farmer has success on
their food growing journey. 
 

Oyster Mushroom Grow Kits 
The only mushroom growing kit format
suitable for retail. It uses a voucher system
which guarantees freshness, shelf life and
quality. The customer purchases the kit in
store, and then using a code they claim the
living spawn part of the kit separately. This is
an extremely slick and easy to navigate
process. We then 24hour post the spawn
directly to them, the result being much higher
success rate and harvest potential than
traditional kits, while at the same time allowing
the customer flexibility to choose when they
wish to start growing.

Shiitake Mushroom Log
Growing Kits
The Shiitake log growing kit allows the customer
to grow shiitake mushrooms in the most natural
way possible. Perfect for beginners and
enthusiasts. Each log growing kit contains a set
of reusable tools and instructions to successfully
select, prepare, and inoculate a 50cm hardwood
log. Like the Oyster kits, we include a voucher to
redeem the spawn plugs to give the best shelf life
and quality to both the retailer and customer.
               



Mushroom Spawn Rack 
Our innovative and eye-catching voucher rack allows you to offer a unique growing
experience. The voucher system saves valuable and costly floor space and completely replaces
the need for chilled storage. With a choice of 18 varieties and volumes of spawn, the rack
offers great incentive for multiple purchases all in one compact and attractive display. Your
customers simply choose a voucher and follow the easy to navigate system – we do the rest! 

                                                                                                    
 
 

www.urban-farm-it.com

Ask our team about POS packages and how the savings can work for you.

Basic Prices    

POS Packages


